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Tomorrow’s Weather Report

85o Widely scattered showers and thunderstorms early 
with a 30% chance of rain. At night, thunderstorms 
are likely with a 90% chance of rain.
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Riddle of the Day
I can only live where there is light, but I die if the light shines on me.
What am I?

First one to bring a correct answer to Taylor or Andrew will win a free canteen 

It was a beautiful Eagle River evening. The sun 
was setting over the western trees and colors were 
radiating across the Northwoods sky. JASON, TJ and 
ANDREW were patrolling the Friendly Confines 
when, out of the corner of their eyes, they noticed 
three C.I.T.s practicing beach volleyball on the new 
sand court. There they stood gingerly passing the 
volleyball—MAX ZLATNIKOV, ROSS FISHER and 
JACKSON WEIL. The admins immediately knew 
what needed to be done. In a flying-v formation, 
they made their way over to the court and laid down 
their challenge. It was simple: one game with rally 
scoring to 25. JASON, TJ and ANDREW even did 
the respectable thing and opted for the west side of 
the court, which everyone knows is inferior to the 
east side because it slopes into the gully. They were 
stacked against the three young, energetic and in-
shape 16-year olds. It was a hard-fought battle. Bumps 
were bumped, sets were set and spikes were spiked. 
Placement was key for the administration, which kept 
the two teams neck-and-neck for 45 grueling minutes. 

LEVI PASIKOV takes aim at Archery during afternoon general

Who’s Next?
By Jason Feldgreber and Editors

ARI GOLDBERG shows off his kayaking skills on beautiful Sand Lake

About three quarters of the way through the game, canteen was supposed to start. JOSH INGRAM manned 
the office with the P.A. system at his hand. A simple call for canteen, something that was second nature for 
INGRAM by now, was disrupted by the startling discovery that there were no dollar bills remaining. Dollar 
bills are crucially important for a successful canteen because they ensure that campers can buy a pop. INGRAM 
sent five campers on a mission around camp to retrieve bills, effectively postponing canteen for no less than 22 
minutes. Over on the sand court, the new time diversion ensured that the game could be finished. After a score 
of 16 to 16, the admin took the serve and rattled off five straight points. While the C.I.T.s tried to rally, their 
efforts were for not as the admin took the match. JASON would like to say how humbled the administration 
are after this victory. He welcomes any and all challengers and hopes we can continue this strong tradition 
of 3-on-3 volleyball. All six players embodied every aspect of the Menominee way for each and every second 
that they were on the court. At the end, both sides cheered and shook hands. Traditional volleyball decorum 
was kept throughout the entire set, except when JACKSON WEIL returned the ball over the net. As TAYLOR 
BEAUSEIGNEUR would say, “oh that’s a big no-no.”
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Counselor Profile: Lloyd Parker
Age : 22
Hometown: Cape Town, South Africa 
Years at Camp: 1
Camp Activities: Golf, Climbing, Arch/Rif
Favorite Camp Meal: Meatloaf
Favorite Song: “Hello”-Adele
Spirit Animal: Penguin
Least Favorite Drink: Dr. Pepper 
Role Model: Will Ferrel
Best Vacation: Thailand 
Best Camp Memory: Pre-Camp skit night

1. Ben Simmons (Philadelphia)
2. Brandon Ingram (Los Angeles Lakers)
3. Jaylen Brown (Boston)
4. Dragan Bender (Phoenix)
5. Kris Dunn (Minnesota)
6. Buddy Hield (New Orleans)
7. Jamal Murray (Denver)
8. Marquese Chriss (Sacremento: traded to PHX)
9. Jakob Poeltl (Toronto)
10. Thon Maker (Milwaukee)
11. Domantas Sabonis (Orlando: traded to OKC)
12. Taurean Prince (Utah)
13. Georgios Papagiannis (Phoenix: traded to SAC) 
14. Denzel Valentine (Chicago)
15. Juan Hernangomez (Denver)
16. Guerschon Yabusele (Boston)
17. Wade Baldwin (Memphis)
18. Henry Ellenson (Detroit)
19. Malik Beasley (Denver)
20. Caris LeVert (Indiana)
21. DeAndre’ Bembry (Atlanta)
22. Malachi Richardson (Charlotte)
23. Ante Zizic (Boston)
24. Timothe Luwawu (Philadelphia)
25. Brice Johnson (Los Angeles Clippers)
26. Furkan Korkmaz (Philadelphia)
27. Pascal Siakam (Toronto)
28. Skal Labissiere (Phoenix: traded to SAC)
29. Dejounte Murray (San Antonio)
30. Damian Jones (Golden State)
Notable Second Round Picks 
31. Deyonta Davis (Boston)
33. Cheick Diallo (Los Angeles Clippers: traded to New Orleans)
34. Tyler Ulis (Phoenix)
36. Malcolm Brogdon  (Milwaukee)
48. Paul Zipser (Chicago)
50. Michael Gbinije (Detroit)

NBA Draft Recap

Only at Camp Menominee can you make your favorite 
movie into a hilarious spoof for an entire camp to 
enjoy. Well, that’s exactly what the cabins did last 
night during Movie Night. The objective was simple: 
each cabin took a movie and reenacted it while 
incorporating camp in some way. Cabins were judged 
on five criteria: humor, originality, participation, 
creativity and taste. Last night’s judges, JOSH 
KRAVITZ, BRANDON PTASZNIK and TAYLOR 
BEAUSEIGNEUR, kept these standards. Each cabin 
clearly put a great deal of thought into their skits. 
Cabin 3 performed Jason Wonka, a spin-off of Willy 
Wonka. Cabin 10 delivered a great rendition of The 
Breakfast Club. Senior Cabin spoofed Ted. CHASE 
WEIMAN played the infamous life-sized teddy 
bear. Each skit had the crowd roaring with laughter, 
especially the ones that poked some friendly fun at our 
Menominee staff. However, it was two cabins that came 
out on top. In the junior and intermediate age groups, 
Cabin 6 took the prize. Their hilarious rendition of 
Titanic was a real knee slapper. BRADY WEISS and 
COOPER SPECTOR embodied the role of Jack and 
Rose. In the senior age group, Cabin 16 won with 
their reenactment of Borat. By the end of the night, 
everyone had a good laugh. It was another successful 
skit night in Wasserman Hall. 

Lights, Camera, Movie Night!
By Editors

ANDREW GALFIELD (center) leads his cabin during their movie night 
rendition of The Breakfast Club

IAN POGANY (right) hilariously imitates counselor TYLER KOEHLER-DAVIS 
in cabin 5’s movie night skit


